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Our soon to be former president (Obama) has done some wicked stuff. He allowed hordes of illegal aliens to
invade America and drive down wages of American workers. He used the IRS
to persecute groups he doesn’t agree with. He promoted trade deals that
sucked jobs out of America, and he continued useless wars that are draining
us dry. But this latest gambit of kicking out the Russian diplomats is really
over the top.
What is this really all about? Politics, pure and simple – and politics pays.
When leaked emails from Hillary’s campaign surfaced, the PC media
immediately changed the subject. Instead of focusing on the sleaziness,
treachery and hypocrisy laid bare, they hooked up this business about the
evil Russians hacking the Clinton campaign.
There is no credible evidence that any Russians did this. Bureaucrats in the
U.S. intelligence establishment have implied, insinuated, intimated,
suggested and hinted that they did. But where is the evidence? We don’t
know if these emails were hacked or if they were leaked. There is a huge
difference. There are quite a few Bernie supporters and former Clinton shills
out there who have an axe to grind with Madam Hillary.
But why the Russians? Why is the PC
media more fixated on scaring us about
the Russians now, more than they ever
were during the Cold War days of the
Soviet empire?
Here’s why:
When Russia came out from under
Communism in 1989, the besotted Boris
Yeltsin turned over the reins of his
country to greedy globalists.
Several well-positioned Communist apparatchiks (aka oligarchs) surfaced with boatloads of bucks and bought
up major state assets for a dime on the dollar. This was called “privatization,” but to the average person it looked
like theft. Russia’s economy tanked, crime and substance abuse soared, birthrates and life expectancy declined.
It got ugly. Russians were told this was all part of the growing pains of transformation from a Communist system
to a “free market economy.
And I almost forgot: Around this time Yeltsin and his family somehow got really rich. So a few greedy globalists
and oligarchs make money and everyone else suffers. Sound familiar? A Moscow model for the Clinton
Foundation?
Then along came Vladimir Putin. Under his regime some of the
“privatization” has been reversed. A few oligarchs have seen fit
to leave, and others have come to an understanding with the
new boss. It got ugly. Putin has tried to rein in pandemic
alcoholism, compulsive gambling, and other problems. This is
not good for those making money from these rackets. There has
even been a slight uptick in the Russian birthrate. God forbid!
Putin has effected a sort of “Russia for the Russians” policy,
which means less profits for greedy globalists – sort of like
“America First” over here.
Globalists don’t like this one bit. So they have been trashing Vladimir nonstop,
blaming him for just about anything they think will stick. The same crowd is
doing the same smear campaign against The Donald. It’s gotten ugly.
Globalists have a powerful weapon in the PC media and they know how to
use it. But they had their hat handed to them last November and will never
get over it -- ever. So blame The Donald’s election on Vlad the Bad. This is
the ideal buy-one-get-one, a twofer where you can trash two non-globalists
for the same event, which was that fateful bump in the road on the way to
Hillary’s coronation
Back in January 2016, when so many folks still thought of The Donald’s
candidacy as a joke, he tipped everyone off to what a bad guy he is by
saying: “Wouldn’t it be nice if we actually got along with Russia and China
and all these countries?” You see, getting along is not good if Donald and
Vlad are running the show. It would mean less profit for the military industrial
war machine, less money for NGO meddling in other people’s business, and
might even cause the greedy globalists to lose their grip on the international
money machine. God forbid!
It will get ugly.
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